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Electronic Flyer Report: Informed Design Framework Model Paper

1. Clarify the Design Problem
The electronic flyer I designed was designed to meet the following specifications. It had to fly ten
meters under its own power using an electric motor. It could use wings, any aerodynamic shape, or
could be a lighter than air balloon. It could follow a guide wire. It could use any electric power
propulsion like flapping or propellers.
The design constraints were as follows. The flyer could not use toy wings or a store-bought balloon.
It could not use a remote battery, it had to ride on the flyer.

2. Research and Investigate the Problem
I used the internet, various books at the library, and an information sheet provided by Mr.
Torgerson. I also went to the hobby store and radio shack to look at pre-made electrical flyers for
ideas on how to use propellers , motors, and to find out what batteries were available. (The paper
gives detail about how the propellers, wings, batteries, etc work.)

3. Generate Alternative Designs
For one alternative design, I thought about using a motor and propeller taken from an Air Hogs
micro-chopper to drive my flyer. I also thought about using the motor and fan from a Dollar-Store
hand-fan. These could drive a balloon made out of saran wrap over a wood-strip frame filled with
helium. Another design used a paper over wood single wing.

4. Choose and Justify the Optimal Solution
The AirHogs propeller and motor was light, but too expensive for me. The Dollar store fan I used was
inexpensive, but I needed a better propeller, which I found at the hobby shop. I went with a wing
design because it was easier to build and I would not have to buy helium gas.

5. Develop the Prototype
I made the designs using scale drawings showing front, top, and side views. I built the prototype to
full size using balsa wood strips and tissue paper. I used Elmer’s glue and staples to hold it together. I
found light-weight AAA batteries and taped then to the bottom of the flyer using foil for wires. The
wing was 40 cm across and 20 cm in length with the single 15 cm propeller in front pulling.

6. Test and Evaluate the Design Solution
My first prototype nose dived into the ground at 5 meters. I think the front was to heavy from the
motor. Without the motor, it glided the full ten meters when pushed without the motor.

7. Redesign the Solution
I moved the motor to the back of the wing and mounted the propeller backwards to push the flyer.

7. Re-Enter the Design Cycle at Any Step in the Cycle.
I reused the original wing prototype that worked and mounted the motor to the back. I made a new
set of design drawings. The flyer went 9.5 meters when launched at a height of 2 meters. Launching
at 2.5 meters gave it enough space to go 12 meters.

Conclusion
If I were to build it again, I might try the Air Hogs propeller and battery because they were lighter
and had more power. I might also use silver balloon Mylar instead of the tissue paper, which had to
be patched every time it tore. Overall, I think my design worked well. It went 2 meters past the line.
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